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About This Game

A series of four stories following the characters Karen, Charlotte, Sophie and Jasmin. Following their early lives and the
decisions they had to make, whether to follow their heart or their head and how that impacts their lives.

Karen's Awakening
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In the first story we follow Karen as the games protagonist.
After living in an emotionally abusive marriage she turns to a new friend for comfort and gets more than she bargained for, but
before long her secret affair helps her to realise that she should leave her husband and start over. How will this story play out

and the eventual confrontation with her husband. You decide in this visual novel tale with multiple endings.

Jasmin's Stripping

In the second story we follow Jasmin as the games protagonist.
Jasmin is unsure of her place in the world, working as a Stripper she is unsure if she should continue within the world of adult

entertainment or take stock of her life and move on. Before she can make a decision though her boss offers her work that
sounds to good to be true, will these new offers open her eyes to a better life or help her to finally move on, you will decide in

this story with multiple endings.

Charlotte's First Love
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In the third story we follow Charlotte as the games protagonist.
Charlotte has always been a bit timid, but on her eighteenth birthday things suddenly become clear as she realises she has been
hiding behind the expectations others have had on her and been afraid to live her own life. In this story of young love Charlotte
finally accepts her own feelings for her best friend and determines to make her life her own in this yuri visual novel story with

multiple endings.

Sophie's Temptation

In the fourth story we follow Sophie as the games protagonist.
Sophie lives the life of a young carefree girl. She decided long ago to never say no and to follow her instincts no matter where
they may lead. So far that has meant a life of frivolous enjoyment of her baser needs, enjoying men and women as she pleases.
But will her choices have a price to pay and how long can she do as she wishes without consequences. You will find out in this

visual novel story with multiple endings.

Features

A cute and fun set of well written story-lines.
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Multiple routes and choices that affect the endings.

High quality characters, backgrounds and CG Scenes.

1080p window & full screen options.
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Title: Negligee: Love Stories
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Dharker Studio
Publisher:
Dharker Studio
Franchise:
Paradise
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2019
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.66 Ghz

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: 1920x1080

Storage: 1 GB available space
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Okay. This is a prequel\/sequel to Negligee. The main stories are the prequels, with the epilogues taking place two years after
Negligee... oh, and the epilogues of the three love interests seem to imply you chose someone other than that particular one.
Now, one of the stories is about Karen, who... was the boss who suddenly quit and left Hannah to run the store in the original
Negligee. And well... one of the endings of her story tells you how that happened.

And do note, there are themes in here other than you willingly have sex with this guy (or girl). Some of the routes involve
instances where the act has... consent issues. Easiest way to say it, because I can only remember one or two instances where it
goes from very weak consent to none at all. At least one of those the girl whacks the offending dude with a lamp, so that scene
at least felt somewhat cathartic...

While you don't need to read the original Negligee, I would suggest doing so. Frankly, it is much more satisfying than two of the
good endings, and slighty more satisfying than a third (at least if you play Jasmin's route where you don't give into the
temptation for money... well money for certain acts). Charlotte's good ending actually feels a bit more satisfying, as it is a true
love story... even if it ends slilghtly abruptly though it does get better in the epilogue.

Would recommend, but get it on discount and perhaps in a bundle.
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